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Abstract—Network traffic is increasing in size and is becoming
more and more dynamic leading to unpredictable and highly
variable traffic patters. Multi-path routing is a valuable online technique to deal with such trend, mostly for intra-domain
TE, multi-homing, wireless mesh networks, metropolitan access
networks and has been shown efficient for a large spectrum
of future traffic scenarios. In this paper we present MIRTO,
a distributed multi-path routing protocol that jointly uses best
path selection and flow control for optimality and stability.
MIRTO is feedback based and is designed around some key
observations inferred from optimization. We analyze MIRTO’s
performance and we compare it with TEXCP and TRUMP, two
other recently proposed multi-path routing algorithms. On a
US-like backbone network, with and without in-network fair
queuing schedulers, our algorithm proves to work as better as
the other two while relying on simpler feedbacks and consuming
less network resources. Modeling and analysis of such algorithms
is performed through fluid models, based on ordinary differential
equations (ODEs).

I. I NTRODUCTION
The evolution of network applications, services and devices
is modifying the way the Internet is perceived and is having
a strong impact on network traffic. As an example, the
widespread usage of application-layer overlays (e.g. [1]–[4])
and the increasing popularity of User Generated Content services (e.g. [5]) are increasing the amount of traffic generated
by customers which results in more dynamism. This process
might be exacerbated in the next years because of the wide
deployment of high rate access lines. This will tempt every
customer to run bandwidth consuming applications as high rate
video or massive gaming (Internet video game tournaments).
For ISPs, service overlays and virtual networks are rapidly
gaining popularity thanks to their ease to build and deploy
new services. Up to now, they have ignored dynamic optimal
network resources allocation whilst focusing more on service
separation and configuration. The potential network instability
induced by the interaction among multiple overlays and
virtual networks, with the consequent unpredictable resources
allocation, might diminish the initial enthusiasm on these
technologies.
Traditional Traffic Engineering (TE) is based on off-line
optimization and occurs at time-scale of hours. Considering
the aforementioned traffic trends, off-line TE will lead to an
inefficient usage of network resources resulting in expensive

link upgrades. Moreover, off-line TE suffers of traditional
issues like line-card failures, large flow reroutes due to
inconsistent routes’ ranking coming from different routing
protocols just to cite the most known.
Robust routing exploiting multiple paths is a powerful
approach for overload control to deal with the aforementioned
traffic patterns, mostly for intra-domain TE, inter-AS path
selection under the same ISP, routing in wireless networks
and metropolitan access networks. In [26] multi-path routing
is shown to be efficient within highly loaded access network
for several possible traffic patterns generated by users with
different access lines. At light loads traffic needs not to be
load balanced among multiple routes.
Multi-path routing can be performed on individual end-toend flows or on aggregate flows between network nodes at the
edge of an AS or between wireless backhauling nodes. For
aggregates, time-scales are sufficiently larger than the round
trip times (RTT) while for flows time-scales are comparable
to RTTs. Fairness plays also a different role in these two
scenarios. There is no notion of fairness for aggregates as
the objective is to switch the maximum throughput subject to
network costs, while for flows fairness is an issue. Scalability
concerns arise for flow multi-path routing due to the fact
that per flow agents should run at a gateway with multipath capabilities. This may be solved in case agents are
installed at clients, raising issues on cheating sources non
respecting a common fairness criterion. Fairness might be
imposed by in-network link scheduling like fair queuing or
other approximate fair dropping mechanisms (as [28]). Fair
queuing (FQ) has many known desirable effects on resource
allocation ranging from fast rate convergence to insensitivity to
a common fairness criterion in transport protocols. This allows
new applications to be easily deployed with no need to handle
fairness issues, see [14], [15], with scalable mechanisms ( [22],
[23]).
In this paper we consider a general routing framework that
can be adapted according to the application, i.e. whether the
protocol would route aggregates or flows. We propose a new
network routing protocol MIRTO, designed around some key
observations inferred from the optimization analysis presented
in [26]. Our routing scheme, that exploits path diversity, is

distributed, adaptive and does not assume infinitely backlogged
demands. We introduce an analytical model in order to compare different routing schemes using fluid ordinary differential
equations (ODEs). The sending rate of MIRTO and of other
two recent algorithms, TEXCP [17] and TRUMP [13], are
modeled and compared on the Abilene network topology with
FIFO and FQ scheduling. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time a comparison of the aforementioned
routing algorithms is performed via fluid models. We show
our algorithm performs as better as the others while relying
on simpler feedbacks and consuming less network resources.
MIRTO at light loads stops to use multiple routes and converge
to shortest path routing. The modeling framework is also a
contribution in itself.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
includes the problem formulation and related work. In section
III we present the network protocol MIRTO and in sec. IV
the model of sources and network queues for FIFO and FQ
scheduling. Section V presents a fluid model for TEXCP and
TRUMP and a comparison of the three algorithms. Section VI
concludes the paper.
II. P ROBLEM FORMULATION AND RELATED WORK
Optimized multi-path routing is an old problem that spurred
significant research around it. The first formulation dates
back to the work of Gallager on minimum cost routing of
datagram’s flow, along multiple routes [9]. The mathematical
formulation is that of a multi-commodity flow problem, with
convex objectives and linear constraints. If the network has
enough capacity, traffic demands are optimally routed, otherwise the problem is not feasible. This work evolved towards
the joint routing and flow control framework, formalized by
Golestaani and Gallager in late seventies (see [10], [11]), that
handles network rate limitations, using both path costs and
flow rate adaptation. Kelly tackles the problem under a different perspective ( [18], [19]), by introducing the concept of
user’s utility. The focus is on rate control and fairness through
the study of stability of differential equations in presence of
network delays, see also [30]. A thorough description of recent
approaches necessitates a formal definition of the problem.
A. Notation
The network topology is modeled by a connected graph
G = (N , L) given as a set of nodes and links. Be [aij ] the
adjacency matrix, aij = 1 if there exists a directional link
between i and j and aij = 0 otherwise. The network carries
traffic generated by a set of demands D, each characterized
by triple (sd , ed , pd ), with s ∈ S, e ∈ E, source and
destination nodes, S, E ⊆ N , and p ∈ R+ the exogenous
peak rate. This latter is the rate the flow would attain if the
network had infinite resources. In the model a network flow
d, d ∈ D, gets a share xdij of the capacity Cij at each link
with 0 ≤ xdij ≤ min(Cij , pd ).
The network flow can be split among different paths that are
made available by a network protocol at an ingress node. We
make no modeling assumptions on whether paths are disjoint,

however the ability to create more path diversity helps design
highly robust network routing protocols.
B. User utility and network cost
Utility of a flow d, U d (assumed strictly convex) and
network cost V (assumed strictly concave) are two conflicting
objectives in a mathematical formulation. U d is a function of
the total rate y d , attained by a flow, split among different paths,
and is supposed to be an alpha fair function [11], [25]. The
cost V ()˙ is a function of the link load.
The common mathematical arc-node formulation is as follows :



U d (y d ) −
V(
xdij /Cij )
maximize
i,j∈N

d∈D

d∈D

subject to


aik xdki −
aji xdij = φi (y d ) ∀i ∈ N , d ∈ D
j∈N

k∈N



xdij

≤ Cij ∀i, j ∈ L, d ∈ D

d∈D
d

y ≤ pd ∀d ∈ D.

(1)

where φi (y d ) is the flow in each node i that is zero in every
forwarding node, equal to y d or −y d in a source or destination
node respectively. In the path-demand formulation, the flow
rate y d of a given demand d can be rewritten as
the sum
d
of the rates over available paths P d , i.e. y d =
i∈P d yi .
In such a formulation a user coordinates sending rates over
paths jointly, aiming at maximizing its own utility.
Authors in [13], [17] have used the cost function to take
into account TE objectives usually representing link load
minimization, i.e. expenditures for line-card upgrades. [12],
[13], [17], [20] also propose distributed algorithms aiming
to solve the global optimization problem usually using
decomposition techniques.
In our previous work [26] we interpret network cost V as
to select minimum cost routes (path ranking function) and
we consider max-min as fairness criterion. This allows us to
solve large problems in realistic networks and so to quantify
the gain in deploying multi-path routing in future network
architectures. We observe that, under these constraints, flows
first fill their best paths and exploit their secondary paths only
if some bandwidth demand remain unsatisfied and alternative
paths have some remaining resources. This quite simple criterion does not show up in the case all demands have no rate
limitations, which is a common assumption in the literature
for simplicity.
Starting from these observations, in the next section we
introduce MIRTO, which is a distributed algorithms built
on the water filling procedure of max-min fairness, as basic
criterion.
III. MIRTO, THE NETWORK PROTOCOL
Multi-path iterative routing traffic optimizer, or just MIRTO,
is designed to route traffic from an ingress node of a network

toward an egress node, traversing a number of forwarding
nodes. A MIRTO agent runs at the ingress node (access
gateway) and is responsible to split the incoming traffic over
multiple paths toward the destination. The sending rate over
each path is updated every T according to Algorithm 1. A
MIRTO agent can be associated to a flow or to a traffic
aggregate according to the considered application context (TE,
users’ flow routing, multi-homing etc.).
Every node in the network implements signalization functionalities to maintain updated a series of structural network
informations, such as paths state and ranking, and is responsible for the maintenance of routing tables and forwarding
paths.
Every egress node has to feed back to the sources whether
used paths are congested or not. Note that in presence of
Fair Queuing schedulers (only in case of per flow routing)
the congestion notification is per flow and selectively sent to
those flows that are causing congestion. A path is considered
congested by a MIRTO agent when at least one congestion
notification has been received during last T .
A. Path selection and congestion control
Following the water filling procedure of max-min fairness
(see [26]) MIRTO starts to fill the best ranked paths first.
Every T a rate increase is performed over the best path until
the demand reaches its backlog or the path maximum share
is attained. In the first case, it means that there is no need to
look for bandwidth elsewhere as satisfaction has attained the
maximum. In the second case, MIRTO starts to seek resources
from the second best ranked path. This procedure iterates over
the other paths and stops whether the demand attains its peak
rate (i.e. before using all paths), or whether the path maximum
share is attained over all paths. Every T a rate decrease is
performed over all congested paths.
B. Probing network resources
The above described procedure implies that all MIRTO
transmitters implement a common per path rate fairness criterion. MIRTO uses a window flow control protocol additive
increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) as TCP. The particular chosen fairness criterion is out of our scope, while
it is fundamental to pick the same for all MIRTO agents.
The minimum requirement is that egress nodes feed back to
the sender paths’ state. Enhanced congestion notifications are
possible as ECN or RE-ECN (see [7]).
C. Preventing non optimal allocations
AIMD in presence of drop tail buffer management is known
to have no stationary solution (the sawtooth TCP regime).
Therefore, the average rate is the mean over a periodic cycle.
Hence, it might happen that the attained rate, along a given
path, oscillates around the mean. As a matter of fact, it is
unwise relying on oscillations, as they depend on many factors:
buffer sizes, RTTs, synchronization etc. MIRTO estimates the
attained rate using a moving average that filters out high
frequencies to detect if available bandwidth is truly varying.

The cut-off scale of the filter should be chosen much larger
than the round trip time over the path. We say that a path i is
in steady state with respect to a source d if the mean sending
rate of flow d along path i varies with respect to its absolute
value for less than a few percent.
Once all paths get to a steady state an allocation is attained
which might be globally non optimal. In order to guarantee
MIRTO to find optimal or nearly optimal allocations we must
avoid that the probing procedure is trapped in such a condition.
Therefore MIRTO exits this state reducing the rate over all
paths. To summarize, the protocol pseudo-code is reported in
algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 MIRTO: Every T
if ∃yid : NotCongested( yid ) and NotSteady(yid ) then
for j ∈ Pd do
if isCongested (yjd ) then
yjd = yjd − βyjd
else if isSteady( yjd ) and isBestSteadyPath( yjd ) then
yjd = yjd + α
else if isNotSteady( yjd ) and isBestNonSteadyPath( yjd ) then
yjd = yjd + α
end if
end for
else
for j ∈ Pd do 
yjd = yjd − γ j yjd
end for
end if

D. Limited backlog at sources
Assuming demands have infinite backlog, rate increase is
always possible. If the demand is rate limited, it frequently
happens that the source has no sufficient backlog to send. The
effective rate increase is given by the minimum between the
potential rate and the actual backlog. This regularly happens
in the current Internet in case an application is not able to feed
the TCP sending buffer at the network rate. Other important
scenarios exhibit such behaviors, like multi-hop TCP and split
TCP [8]. In all cited cases the rate increase will be sublinear for AIMD up to the peak rate of the source. In [8]
authors study analytically this phenomenon in case the slow
application is an upstream slower TCP connection that might
not feed the second one at the requested rate.
Rate limited transmitters would probe the network state at a
slower rate. This also means that the fairness criterion of rate
limited flows is slightly changed with respect to the original
utility function.
IV. F LUID MODELING OF MIRTO AND QUEUES
We model each MIRTO source using a fluid representation
of the sending rate yid (t) along each path i for a given flow
d. We suppose sources use an AIMD flow controller and
we take delays into account. Therefore, rates’ evolution is
described through a system of deterministic ODEs along the
line of classical fluid models of TCP [24], [29]. Let us write
Ri = T ∨ RT Ti (t) where 1/T is the probe rate. For all yid ,

i ∈ Pd , d ∈ D (being Pd the set of paths of flow d and D the
set of flows) we have:

αψid (t)
dy di (t)
=
− βyid (t)φdi (t − Ri ) − γ j∈Pd yjd (t)ζ d (t − Ri )
dt
Ri2

(2)

Let us illustrate each term in detail.
1) Increase term: the first term, at the right member of (2)
accounts for the additive increase of yid (t) over time with slope
α/Ri2 where α is the increase parameter (=1 in TCP Reno).
The increase takes place when the path is selected, according
to the decision function ψi (t).

d
if i ∈ P
j∈P \i {Sid <Sjd }
ψid (t) =  d
(3)
d .
if i ∈ Pd \P
 d ,j=i {S d <S d }
j∈Pd \P
i

ỹid (t) − ỹid (t − T d )
< ε,
ỹid (t − T d )

j

d defines the set of all paths in “steady state” and
where P
Sid (t) is a path cost measure defined as the sum of the inverse
of the link capacities:

1
∀ k ∈ Ldi Qk (t − Ri ) < Bk
k∈Ld
i Ck
Sid (t) =
(4)
∞
∃ k ∈ Ldi Qk (t − Ri ) = Bk .
Qk (t) denotes the size of queue k at time t. As one can remark
from (3), the decision function acts differently on paths that are
in transitory or in steady state (the definitions of these terms
will be precisely defined later). The path selection described
in 3, 4 obeys to these rules:
d
• As long as path i is in steady state, yi grows if and only
if i is the minimum cost path among all.
d
• When path i is transient, yi grows if i is the best path
among all transient paths.
Path i is assumed to be congested if at least one link k,
k ∈ Ldi is in saturation, i.e. Qk (t) = Bk being Bk the buffer
size and Ldi the link set of demand d over path i. The queue
models will be presented later. The cost associated to a non
congested path i, Sid is given by the sum of the inverse of
capacities of links in Ldi (4), i.e. the sum of the link costs.
2) Decrease terms: the second and the third term at the
right member of (2) account for the rate decrease. A congestion notification on a link within path i causes a a rate
reduction of βyid (t) (β = 1/2 in TCP Reno). φdi (t) indicates
the occurrence of congestion within path i for flow d, as

φdi (t) = 1 −
{Qk (t)<Bk }
k∈Ld
i

regardless of the queue model that we introduce in the next
paragraph. In addition to the multiplicative decrease of yid (t)
our algorithm introduces
a coordinated reduction of the rate,

through the term γ j∈P d yjd (t), proportional to the total rate
of flow d, when all paths are either congested or in steady
state, as expressed by ζ d (t),

ζ d (t) =
{Sjd (t)=∞}
d
j∈Pd \P

d = ∅.
ζ d (t) is conventionally set to one if Pd \P
The decrease parameter γ quantifies the level of coordination
between all paths of a given flow d as it intervenes on all
paths jointly. Note that β and γ must be chosen as to avoid
the rate to become instantaneously negative. We get rid of this
condition in numerical
evaluations by limiting the decrease


term to yid (t) ∧ βyid (t) + γ j∈Pd yjd (t) . Let us get back
to the definition of “steady state”. It is worth observing
that the increase/decrease dynamics of the rate lead to an
oscillatory stationary regime well known for TCP Reno (and
other TCP flavours) under drop tail. Thus, we define a flow
to be stationary as long as the variations of its mean value
remain bounded by a constant ε, i.e.

ỹid (t) denotes the exponential moving average up to time t
with smoothing parameter Tid , taken proportional to Ri (t),
dỹid (t)/dt = −[ỹid (t) − yid (t)]/T d . For bottlenecked sources,
equation (2) is slightly modified with an additional term at
the right member: a decrease term equal to α/Ri (t)2 over the
most expensive path with respect to the previously described
definition of cost. This means that, as a path is congested, the
same amount of rate is moved from a bad path to a better
one. The presence of peak rates avoid a flow d probing a path
indefinitely, as this would not result in any benefit.
A. Queue models
The queue models that we consider are FIFO with drop
tail and FQ with drop from the longest queue first (DLQF).
FIFO is used as a neutral scheduler that does not realize any
particular form of fairness because it delegates this issue to
end-to-end protocols. FQ, on the contrary imposes at every
link max-min fairness among all flows crossing it ( [14], [15]).
1) FIFO: The time evolution of Qk (t) follows:
dQk (t)
= Ak (t) − Dk (t) − Lk (t)
dt
where each term is defined according to

d d
Ak (t) =
d∈D rk yk (t)
Dk (t) = Ck {Qk (t)>0}
Lk (t) = (Ak (t) − Ck )+ {Qk (t)=Bk }

(5)

The arrival rate A(t) is the superposition of all flow rates
routed through the queue Q(t). The departure rate D(t) is
given by the link capacities when the queue is non empty
and zero otherwise. The loss rate L(t) is given by the excess
rate A(t) − C in congestion: A(t) > C, Q(t) > B, with B the
storage capacity. rkd is one if flow d is routed through link k,
zero otherwise.
2) FQ: Time evolution of Qdk , the per flow occupation, is
driven by the following set of equations
dQdk (t)
= Adk (t) − Dkd (t) − Ldk (t), ∀d ∈ D
dt

(6)

dxsp
dt

=
⎧

si (t)ui (t−Tp )
i r
⎨ rsp
− ui (t − Tp ) +
i rsi  
i rsi (t)
r
(t)u
(t−T
)
r
si
i
p
i 
⎩  sp
− ui (t − Tp )
rsi
rsi (t)

where each term is defined according to
Adk (t) =rkd ykd (t)
Dkd (t) =Ck 
Ldk (t)

{Qdk (t)>0}
{

d >0
d :rk

i

}


Qd
k (t)>0

+

=(Ak (t) − Ck )

{d=arg maxd Qdk (t),



d Qd
k (t)=Bk }


Ad (t) is the flow rate of flow d, Dkd (t) the rate scheduled to
flow d and Ldk (t) the loss rate experienced by flow d, according
to the longest queue drop policy.

i

In this section we study the performance of MIRTO by
means of numerical evaluations of the equations derived in
section IV. We compare it to other two recently proposed
algorithms TEXCP and TRUMP that are briefly described and
modeled in the following. We keep, for each algorithm, the
same notation of the corresponding original paper in order to
help the reader comparing these equations with the protocol
definition. The following notation is valid only within the
scope of this section and must not be compared with that of
the rest of the paper.
A. TEXCP
TEXCP is a distributed algorithm that balances load over
multiple paths trying to minimize the maximum link load over
the network.This algorithm is described in [17], and performance are evaluated through simulations and some modeling.
TEXCP takes into account links’ utilization that is measured
in every node and fed back to transmitters through periodic
probes of period Tp . Load balancing is adapted every Td ≥ Tp
with the following rule, for a flow s on path p:
⎧

i xsi usi
⎨ rsp

usp = umin
− usp +
i rsi   i xsi
Δxsp =
x
u
r
si
si
sp
i
⎩

usp = umin
rsi
xsi − usp
i

i

where rsp is the sending rate of flow s along path p, usp is
the most recent notified utilization along the path p (every
Tp ), umin = minp usp and is a small constant. The
 resulting
split ratio may need to be re-normalized so that p xsp = 1.
rsp is the result of flow sharing at the bottleneck along the
path using an AIMD rate controller that receives every Tp
congestion feedbacks from the nodes. Rate adaptation is then
obtained as the weighted difference (by the parameters α and
β) between positive and negative feedbacks. An additional
parameter, γ may be used to weight rate allocations inversely
proportional to the path length or delay (TEXCPSP). See
[17] for more details.
We model TEXCP (or TEXPSP) as follows. Consider a
given link l, and P l the set of all flows crossing thel of number
l rk
the
Nl = |P l |, be Ql (t) the queue length, and ul = k∈P
Ci
link utilization. We write the load balancing equation as:

ui = umin

Let us write gsp rate adaptation of flow s over path p, through
δ + and δ − the positive and negative feedbacks respectively.
dgsp
= δ + − δ − gsp (t − Tp )
dt
where

 φ
( Nll , 0)
φl ≥ 0
(δ , δ ) =
(0,  φl l rk ) φl < 0
k∈P



being φl = α Cl − k∈P l rk − βQl (t).
The sending rate over path p of flow s is then rsp =
min(xsp Ps , gsp ) being Ps the peak rate of flow s.
In order to make TEXCP give priority to the shortest paths
(TEXCPSP) an additional
is required: vld = (2/Rld )γ
 variable
+
d
d
so that δ = (φvl )/ d vl where Rld is the RTT of flow d
traversing link l.
+
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ui = umin

−

B. TRUMP
TRUMP is a network protocol that is obtained through
decomposition of the optimization problem of routing and
congestion
control withnetwork costs (1). The objective is to
maximize s Us − w l Cl , the weighted difference among
the aggregated utility among all sources s and aggregated cost
among all network links l. Details on the decomposition can be
found in [13]. The resulting protocol requires nodes to evaluate
the following link congestion measures:
p(t + T ) = [pl (t) − β(Cl − NT /T )]+


NT /T
ql (t + T ) = w/Cl exp
Cl
sl (t + T ) = ql (t + T ) + p(t + T )
where NT is the amount of bits that crossed the link during
the time interval T . sl is then fed back to sources. The rate
variation at the sender d along path p is calculated through
the following formula:




d
d
sl −
yp
Δyp = γ 1/
l∈P

p

If the sender has limited backlog the formula is undetermined.
Therefore we can only use TRUMP whether demands have no
rate limitations.
The dynamic of TRUMP is given by the following ODEs
at link l,

⎧


⎨pl (t) = pl (0) + max 0, − t β(Cl − d yld (t))dt ,
0
⎩
dl (t) =



w
Cl e

d
d yl (t)
Cl

, sl (t) = pl (t) + dl (t)

and for a source d with RTT Ri along path i,

dyid
γ
= −γ
.
yid (t) − 
dt
s
(t
− Ri )
l
l
i

F P
y11
y1
y 1 21
y3
y21
y2
y 2 22
y3
y31
y3
y 3 23
y3

MIRTO
Link1 Link2 Link3
100 (50)
0 (33)
100 (108)
0 (25)
100 (33)
0
(25)
100 (108)
0 (50)
100 (25)
0 (25)
100 (83)
0 (33)
ThrPut

TEXCP
TEXCPSP
Link1 Link2 Link3 ThrPut Link1 Link2 Link3
50 (50) 69 (50) - 16 (33) 109 (108) - 35 (33) 100 (108)
- 24 (25)
- 15 (25)
- 35 (33) - 73 (33) 0
- 24 (25) 135 (108)
- 31 (25)
109 (108) 50 (50) 31 (50) - 28 (25)
- 35 (25)
- 24 (25) 65 (83)
- 19 (25)
82 (83)
- 30 (33) - 11 (33) ThrPut

TRUMP
ThrPut Link1 Link2 Link3
96 (50)
0 (22)
96 (72)
0 (0)
- 100 (33) 0 (10)
100 (75) 0 (32)
61 (25)
0 (10)
61 (58)
0 (23)
-

TABLE I
S CENARIO FOR FLOWS WITH NO RATE LIMITATIONS : R ATE IN M BPS FOR FIFO AND FQ ( IN BRACKETS ). L INK 1=(3,5), L INK 2=(6,5), L INK 3=(8,5).

C. Numerical evaluation
The algorithms’ evaluation is obtained by solving the
system of ODEs for source rates and link queues derived in
previous sections. We use the method of Runge-Kutta of the
4-th order to solve the problem. We employ the Abilene

Fig. 3. Time evolution of the throughput of MIRTO, TEXCP and TRUMP
with FQ scheduling in the nodes: flow 1.

Fig. 1. Time evolution of the throughput of TEXCP and TEXCPSP with
FIFO scheduling over link 2.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Time evolution of the throughput of MIRTO, TEXCP and TRUMP
with FIFO scheduling in the nodes: flow 1.

network (Figure 4) as topology for our analysis. All link
capacities are set to C=100Mbps, queue limit is 10 packets,

Abilene Network Topology [6].

propagation delays is negligible, and packet size is set to
1500B. RTT is then given by transmission plus queuing
delay. We consider a hot-spot scenario toward node 5 that has
an aggregate incoming capacity of 300Mbps. Three sources,
nodes 2, 6, and 10 send traffic to the same destination, node
5 (flow y 1 , y 2 , y 3 respectively). We suppose every flow can
exploit three paths to route traffic toward the destination.
As path cost, we chose the sum of the inverse of the link
capacities (∝ to packet transmission delays) and paths are
ranked in increasing cost order: e.g. the best path of flow
y 1 is y11 , its second best path is y21 while y31 is the worst
among its three available paths. Link (3,5), (6,5), (8,5) are
the bottlenecks and are indicated as link 1, 2, 3 respectively.

We analyze two different scenarios: a first one where all
flows have infinite backlog and a second where one flow
out three (flow y 2 ) is access limited to 50Mbps. Results
include calculations for scenarios with the two queue policies:
FIFO with drop tail and FQ with DLQF. All parameters
used for the presented numerical analysis are summarized in
table III. They all have been set following the rules included
in the original papers to achieve stability and fast convergence.
Table I and IV (left side) reports results for the scenario
where all flows have infinite backlog and the queuing
discipline is FIFO; results with FQ scheduling are also
reported in brackets. Observe that TEXCP appears in two
versions whether or not it implements the feature that gives
priority to shortest paths (TEXCPSP).
MIRTO allocates 100Mbps to all flows and employs only
shortest paths when scheduling is FIFO. This is the solution
that would be obtained by the optimization (for max-min
fairness) because it allocates to all flows the same rate while
it minimizes the network cost.
TEXCP tends to use an amount of bandwidth close to the
fair rate along each path. We can better see this in Fig.1
showing TEXCP and TEXCPSP over link 2. We observe
TEXCP almost fairly shares the link capacity among all paths
crossing the link (y21 ,y12 and y33 ). On the contrary, TEXCPSP
allocates bandwidth proportionally to paths’ RTTs so that y12
is privileged followed by y21 and y33 .
MIRTO and TEXCPSP have similar performance while
TRUMP gets much less throughput. TRUMP might employ, as
MIRTO and TEXCPSP, only shortest paths at light load, but
it under-utilizes them because every path cost (proportional to
the path length) is weighted by a common w parameter. This
means that TRUMP might prefer to scarcely use longer paths
as they are weighted as very expensive by a w parameter tuned
for attaining a certain utilization on the shortest path. In this
example y 2 attains 100% of the path capacity (100Mbps) on
its best paths, while the other two flows y 1 (=96Mbps, 96%)
and y 3 (=61Mbps, 61%) are more constrained, even whether
not really required.
The presence of FQ makes almost all algorithms performing
the same, except TRUMP which gets much less throughput.
Indeed the rate allocated over each path is never larger than the
fair rate (the max-min fair rate). However this is a suboptimal
allocation, because for the same throughput more resources are
used with respect to FIFO. In Table IV we show that using
FQ, MIRTO uses up to 50% more bandwidth for carrying the
same throughput (from 600Mbps to 939Mbps). TEXCPSP and
TRUMP have a similar loss of performance while TEXCP is
less affected because, as already noticed, it already allocates
the fair rate along the paths.
The solution obtained in presence of FQ assures fairness
at link level, but it is not fair among users, e.g. flow y 3 is
always penalized. So FQ is not any more globally fair when
multiple routes are employed. This highlights that the problem
of fairness among users cannot be restricted to per-flow rate

MIRTO
TEXCP
TEXCPSP
TRUMP

Utilization
flow 2 non
600 (939)
932 (939)
731 (939)
475 (554)

Throughput
rate limited
300 (299)
300 (299)
300 (299)
257 (205)

Utilization
Throughput
flow 2 rate limited
725 (815)
300 (291)
926 (915)
298 (288)
857 (915)
298 (288)

TABLE IV
S UMMARY: NETWORK USAGE AND FLOW T HROUGHPUT IN M BPS . FIFO
AND FQ ( IN BRACKETS ).

sharing along a network path.
Table II and IV (right side) summarize additional results
for the scenario where flow y 2 is rate limited (see table IV for
global statistics). In this scenario we see that resources freed
by flow 2 are exploited by other flows that fill longer paths
with consequent larger costs for the network. Notice also
that in presence of FQ the loss of performance (compared to
the employ of FIFO) is less pronounced than the previous
scenario. In all cases MIRTO consumes less resources for the
same throughput. The impact of FQ on more heterogeneous
and realistic scenarios, in which sources have peak rates
spanning over a larger range, is an open interesting issue left
for future work.
As far as concerns convergence times, let us consider Fig.2
that depicts the time evolution of the rate of flow y 1 through
the available paths, in presence of FIFO scheduling within
the nodes. TRUMP and TEXCP converge fast, being equation
based, although all parameters need to be tuned ad hoc for
each particular scenario. Remember that both algorithms rely
on precise ECN, feeding back information on the available
bandwidth along every path. On the contrary MIRTO probes
paths to discover available bandwidth and relies on simple
ECN. Our experience on multiple scenarios (non reported
for lack of space), says that there is no simple rule to tune
TRUMP and TEXCP as they are very much dependent on the
network setup. Fig.3 reports the time evolution of the rate of
flow y 1 in presence of FQ schedulers. We notice that MIRTO
suffers of higher convergence time with respect to the case
of FIFO schedulers, while TEXCP and TRUMP convergence
times are not affected.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a novel routing algorithm,
MIRTO, that is designed around some simple observations inferred from the water filling procedure used in the optimization
problem of routing and flow control under max-min fairness.
We have presented a fluid model of MIRTO under FIFO
and FQ at network links and compared it to other two multipath routing algorithms, TEXCP ( [17]) and TRUMP ( [13])
modeled as well through ODEs. The comparison is made
through numerical evaluations, for which we have reported
the most significant scenarios.
As shown by the evaluation, MIRTO tends to use secondary
paths only whether really needed. This is actually a behavior
that mimics the water filling procedure of max-min that allocates rate on low cost paths first for all flows, and load balance

F P
y11
y1
y 1 21
y3
y21
y2
y 2 22
y3
y31
y3
y 3 23
y3

MIRTO
TEXCP
TEXCPSP
Link1 Link2 Link3 ThrPut Link1 Link2 Link3 ThrPut Link1 Link2 Link3
100 (100)
80 (70)
88 (70)
25 (33)
45 (42)
40 (42)
125 (158)
151 (140)
158 (140)
0 (25)
26 (28)
30 (28)
50 (33)
13 (15)
37 (15)
0 (17)
17 (10)
3 (10)
50 (50)
50 (50)
50 (50)
0 (0)
20 (25)
10 (25)
100 (25)
31 (28)
23 (28)
0 (25)
26 (28)
43 (28)
125 (83)
97 (98)
87 (98)
25 (33)
40 (42)
21 (42)
-

MIRTO
α = 15kB
β = 0.5
γ = 0.05
-

TABLE II
S UMMARY TABLE . F LOW 2 RATE LIMITED : R ATE IN M BPS FOR FIFO AND FQ ( IN BRACKETS ).

TABLE III
P ROTOCOLS ’ PARAMETERS

ThrPut

more rate on secondary paths only whether a flow have not
yet attained its peak rate on primary paths. Setting parameters
for MIRTO is fairly insensitive to network capacities.
TEXCP and TRUMP both have good performance in term
of fast convergence if parameters are properly set, thanks
to explicit congestion notification (also confirmed in a real
protocol implementation evaluated in [27]). However TEXCP
always makes use of longer paths, and it better performs with
the shortest path bias (TEXCPSP). TRUMP’s major fault is
due to the fact that w (the weight of the network cost) is
the same for all paths, limiting flexibility in networks with
different link’s capacities. Indeed the optimum w for high
rate links is likely to be non optimal for low rate ones,
resulting in unbalanced usage of network paths. However,
even if a common w is not flexible, it allows for a more
scalable architecture as it is set in every node for congestion
notification, for every path to every flow.
We have also considered routing of single user’s flows in
networks deploying FIFO or FQ (or any other per-flow fair
dropper like AFD) with very different results. Users employing
multiple routes turns out to be suboptimal, whenever bandwidth allocation is forced to be fair at every link on a perflow base. When sources have rate limitations the loss of
performance due to FQ tends to vanish, especially for those
sources with peak rates smaller than the fair rate. However
a comprehensive analysis of this issue is left open for future
work.
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